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he guidebook listed a waterfront motel two or three miles
from the campus; I phoned ahead, on the off chance; P was not
registered there. After I'd had a good sweat in the motel's
sauna and a swim in its pool, the problem which had been nagging me
on the drive down solved itself. How was I to get in and out of the auditorium without being recognized? Though to the best of my knowledge
I had no acquaintances in Norfolk, P was not my only concern, for there
would be readers in the audience, some of whom might have come
across my picture somewhere-not on dust jackets or TV, only in a
newsmagazine or the Times, but still. ... Therefore, since I did not
know and had no safe way of discovering ahead of time the physical
setup of the auditorium, I decided to do the obvious-enter a few
minutes before the hour, sit in a back row behind and beside students,
and leave with a group. I would make myself unseeworthy.
"U nseeworthy" is my joke for the faculty I have cultivated for making
glances slide off me when I am walking the streets of a city. Not the
least of the reasons I live in New York is that it is the most varied city in
the United States for prowling, and, though I soon enough outgrew my
farm-boy amazement at big cities, I have never--despite automobileslost my pleasure in all that street life. Years ago in Chicago, poking
around the streets sometimes with P, more often alone, I felt like an
intruder; I was self-conscious, half apologetic. But then at a party at the
home of one of her professors, I met a little woman who spent her life
walking around in the world photographing strangers whether they
knew it or not, and I asked her if she wasn't afraid in big cities. Clearly
she had dealt with this question a hundred times before. "Not often,"
she said, 'Tm good at making myself invisible." And she turned away
from me in such a manner as to keep me from pressing her to explain
what she meant by her hyperbole. I began to study the art of invisibilizing myself; by Cleveland I was fairly good at it; by New York I could be,
and on the streets usually was, not worth looking at twice. I give the
impression of knowing where I'm going without being in a hurry to get
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there, I neither catch other people's eyes nor glance about evasively,
I look as though I need a shave (as, unfortunately, I do within a couple of
hours of even a clean shave by a barber's straight-edge), I wear plain
clothes. Short of a stoned gunman on a side street at three in the
morning, I'm not afraid of being mugged, for any hood with the least
trace of street smarts left in his head can spot the muscle inside my bulk;
I don"t swagger or flex, it's just there to be seen by anyone who knows
what to look for; I'm the sort of guy you wouldn't be surprised had some
karate lurking in his hands and feet (I do). When I go on the prowl, I
always wear a hat; as my hairline has receded over the past twenty years,
I've more and more let my graying hair bush out in all directions; it
looks better this way, my head being small in proportion to my bulky
torso; but the hair does attract attention. However, I could not wear a
hat at P's reading, and though she is quite shortsighted she might wear
glasses and spot my bush. So I went to a barber and had him trim my
hair a good deal, then plaster it flat and spray it hard so it would stay
down for a while. God, how my head shrank! She would never spot that
pinhead in a back row for mine.
I got in and out without anyone's taking a second look at me for the
whole hour and a quarter, except the girl on my left who frowned at me
a couple of times when I involuntarily glurked; the second time, the girl
gave me an extra peer, as though I reminded her of somebody's uncle
she had met a good while ago; I'm sure she'd come across my picture
somewhere or other; I was careful not to give her anything more to peer
at me about. The first glurk was at a "concrete" poem P began to croon;
I realized she was doing in front of two hundred fifty strangers what
thirty years before when we were lovers she had done only in bed with
me, play with the word Mussolini, tearing him apart and rearranging
the pieces, calling him a dumb dictator, a dum-dum, pronouncing him
muss, muscle, muscle-in, muscle-inny. The second glurk came during
her introduction of "Luscious Mud." To illustrate the theme of the
poem, which she said was "the stuff of generation," she mentioned that
in a couple of months she would become a grandmother for the first
time. This was news to me.

I was resolute for rejoicing
until Dis became enamored of me.
To celebrate is to touch;
but the things of his world are vague.
Here where things can be full
I arch supine with ecstasy.
But in the murk of Hades,
which is populous and languid,
I reach and do not touch,
I beg and am not touched,
The chords of my complaining
are slack, I must fill them.
By the time P chanted these lines, she had the submission of the
entire audience; they were ready to go wherever she took them. In a
sense, everything she had recited, said, done earlier in the program
culminated in "Persephone." The only reading of a poem I ever
attended which might be said to be more successful than this one was
Dylan Thomas's rendering of "It Was My Thirtieth Year to Heaven"both technically superb performers with splendid instruments (their
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voices), she now a masterful thaumaturge as he had been. The reason I
say his reading might be considered the more successful is that his
comes across better in the recording. Who he was as man and poet,
what he looked like and did as he was giving the reading, the context he
created in which you were to listen to that voice deliver those words:
these are inessential to the experience of hearing his reading of that
poem. To the experience of hearing P read her poem, these considerations matter far more, they are in some measure essential, as one
can tell in the recorded version by their absence, their important
subtraction. As for the live readings themselves-and so far as I could
tell both audiences were wholly rapt-hers was the equal of his. His
accomplishment was purer; hers would have benefited by further work,
by transferring some of the energy from herself to the poem.

I

studied her, during the tedious introduction, as she sat facing us in a
straight chair. She was as trim as ever, as well turned out, no older
seeming. The blue of her sleeveless shift-she still had the figure
for its severe lines-matched the blue of her eyes; her hair had not just
had the grey dyed out of it, it was a perceptibly darker shade of brown
than it had been; she was heavily tanned, skin darker than I'd ever seen
before. She glanced the audience over, then turned her attention
inward; she had something on her mind. The introduction concluded,
she sauntered-gracefully, to be sure, but still it was a saunter-to the
lectern, poured a glass of water, adjusted the microphone, laid out her
books, put her dark-rimmed spectacles on the nearest volume, and
waited, eyes cast down, till the last rustle had subsided, the last cough
had been coughed. Then she tossed her hair back, lifted her brilliant
eyes, and began in a voice at once sonorous and flat: "Friends."
"Friends," she repeated, "I come to you tonight in what is for me a
relatively new spirit, the spirit of participation. I used to think of poetry
as a lapidary art. Each poem was a separate gem which it was my job to
design and polish to perfection. Once it was finished, I would detach
myself from it, go away from it." As she was spea.king, she put on her
dark-rimmed glasses with heavy shafts. ''I make the poem; otherwise, I
had nothing to do with it nor it with me.
"The poem as jewel.
"Let me read two examples of what I mean by the poem as jewel."
The first one she read was the opening of the "Kyoto Suite," a formal
invitation to the reader to join the poet, originally in contemplating the
beauty of those half-natural, half· artificed gardens, but now to join her
in this evening's program. The other was "The Harrowing," the double
sonnet she had written about the Juarez squalors ofgettingourdivorce.
She read them with reserved severity, in a dry, professorial manner to
which the spectacles were appropriate, which they reinforced; the
astonishing thing to me was that there was in her voice scarcely a trace
of that Great Plains flatness which her episodes of madness had accentuated and which had been there in her opening remarks; apparently
she was now able to put it off at will. Heard on a record, her readings of
these two poems would have been distinguishable from her earlier
recordings of the same poems only in details. But their effect on that
audience, and on me, was another matter altogether. Because she had
said she was illustrating her earlier style, we were not just enjoying the
performance but observing it as well, judging it, and because we knew
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that something to do with participation was coming next, we were at
least inclined to participate in these readings too. The first poem, as
experienced by us in that time and place, in the context she had made
for it, was not just a Poet's Invitation to a Reader: it became PR's
personal invitation to each member of this audience to join her in thispoetry reading? no, it was more, it was a ceremony, though she did not
use that word. The second poem was not just an elegantly worked object
of art whose materials were pain, confusion, squalor: it displayed for us
PR's courage in dealing with a bitter trial of her spiritual strength. It did
this all the more because of her introductory comment: "This poem was
written shortly after my first divorce. My then husband insisted, as he
had every right to do, that I make the flight to Mexico and hunt down
the long-toothed, sharp-nosed lawyers in their ratholes." Moreover,
she had chosen "The Harrowing" to fit thematically into the program:
the overt subject of the poem was the laceration of P's emotions by the
divorce, but its submerged metaphor was Christ's Harrowing of Hell,
and this could not but echo in the listener's mind later during Persephone's lamentation over her sojourns in Hades, the Underworld,
Orcus, Tartarus, Niflheim, Hell.
When P was finished with "The Harrowing," she set the book well
aside, took off her forbidding spectacles, and deliberately placed them
on it. (She did not use them again.)
"So much for the poem as jewel. Increasingly over the years I became
dissatisfied with that concept. However, not knowing what else to do, I
clutched onto it for dear life. But my dissatisfaction intensified. Finally,
four years ago, I cracked up. I wasn't totaled, but something in me, about
me, cracked. Maybe my shell of perfectionism had become impossibly
brittle? It was a great fall, it can never be put back together again. I'm
not sorry. The experience was painful, sure, but it has released me to
grow. My poetry has grown likewise. More and more it has become a
reaching out. My poems are my tendrils of reaching.
"The poem as process.
'Join me now. Participate with me in a process of becoming. I see a
few of you have brought along copies of 'Persephone.' You may notice
as you read along with me that not all the words have stayed the same.
All my new poems are still in process.
"A jewel is cut, polished, completed. One studies it, admires it. A
process one goes through. Come let us go through some poems
together."

T

he pacing, pausing, volume of her reading in this new "participatory'' style did not differ much from the same qualities of
delivery in her earlier readings, but the cumulative effect on us
the audience was to involve us with her herself, especially in "Persephone.'' To us then and there, though not to a stranger listening to the
record out of context, P was Persephone. The shades whose touch
Persephone could scarcely feel, whom she tried but was for no good
reason unable to touch-this seemed to be a metaphor for some
obscure, desolate experience of P's own. P complained so eloquently
and immediately about Persephone's not touching or being touched
that we felt for and with the woman in our presence, were moved by
her, felt her reaching toward us, yearned to touch her.
And all this time, except while she was delivering the first two poems
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in her early manner, P looked as though she had something on her mind,
though one could not have said what. Indeed, there was a kind of
impression in the air that she herself might not know what her mind
was preoccupied with, disconnected from; it was as though she were
trying to remember something, a name, an event, an obligation, which
stayed out of grasp; perhaps she was not even sure whether it was name
or event or obligation she was preoccupied to remember; but she could
not let it alone. By the end of "Persephone" we all had substanceless
preoccupation on our minds too.
But perhaps preoccupation is the wrong word, for as she read she
gradually became suffused with a kind of radiance, a dark radiance.
Perhaps whatever was in the darkness of that radiance was not substanceless but divine. I do not know what divinity is. I used to think it
was only a metaphor for a feeling of enormous confidence. But,
watching P gather her things and walk into the wings, now again a fiftyyear-old woman with dyed hair, sagging with fatigue, all radiance fled, I
knew that whatever had gone out of her was more than psychology
would ever tell me.
For seconds after she had left our sight, there was no applause, only
hush. The applause when it came was not loud or long; many did not
clap at all. I went out of the auditorium with the first group, so that I did
not have a chance to see whether anybody dared to seek her out backstage, though some were glancing uncertainly in that direction.
Formerly, she would stand at the front of the hall after a reading so that
whoever was so inclined might approach and as it were kiss her hand.
But one does not congratulate a sibyl on her "performance" after the
god has used her.
I walked the streets of Norfolk till midnight, going back to the motel
only when the mist turned to drizzle. My feelings fought. Sometimes I
was grateful that P had forbidden me to get in touch with her, for it
seemed to me that I would no longer be able to resist any demand she
might make on me, even at the expense of my own work. Sometimes I
felt myself impelled to get in touch with her immediately, that very
night if possible, prohibition or no prohibition, for it seemed to me that
she needed me, that without me her stays in Hell, what "Persephone"
finally identified as the Dark World, might get longer and increasingly
dreadful, that she might lose touch forever, that it would be worth any
sacrifice on my part to keep that from happening.
I had fallen in love with her again, and like any adolescent boy I was
afraid of being rejected. Not because she loved another man. Of course
she'd had lovers; she might be having an affair currently; she might
even have picked up a man here for the night; no matter. I was the man
in her life as certainly as she was the woman in mine; after all, we were
about to become grandparents together. What mattered was that, a
long way back, we had hurt one another badly. I knew by the love which
would not let me go to sleep, which made me pound the mattress with
my fist a couple of times, that I forgave her utterly for having been
unfaithful to me, but I did not know how to win her forgivenes,s for
having made her divorce me. "Oh, darling," she had mourned once
years ago, referring to my leaving her after finding her in bed with that
other man, "if only you had beaten me."
"I don't dare. I'm too strong."
'Just a few slaps? Then it would have been all over."
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I

woke up before six as usual, but unrefreshed, tense. It was misty out
but not raining. There was nothing to do but drive back up to
Washington, turn the car in, and catch the next train home.
No. I couldn't leave without telling P what a magnificent reading she
had given. The guidebook listed two motels near the campus ; she would
almost certainly be staying in one or the other. I dialed The Virginia
Gentleman. But when the desk clerk answered, I hung up. This wasn't
the way. Wake her out of a sound sleep? She'd be in need of all the rest
she could get. Whether or not there was a good way, this was a bad one.
No. I must go home. Nothing else for it.

I walked across the parking lot to the motel restaurant. The only
person in the room was a woman in a tan raincoat sitting at a table with
her back to me. The hang of her hair, the slope of her shoulders as she
hunched over her coffee, the way her ankles were crossed- I stopped,
my breath caught. I gave my head a shake. Come on, Manfred. P never
got up before nine if she could help it, and she'd never much liked
walking the streets of strange towns. What would she be doing here,
and at this hour? Watch it. But then the woman at the table raised the
cup of coffee to her lips with a bend of wrist and duck of head that
seemed to me P's idiom exactly. But she could not be here! For a
moment I was seized by the fear that I was hallucinating. She put down
the cup and turned around; after all, she'd heard somebody step inside
and not make another sound.

This haggard woman could not be P, was P.
I heard a masculine voice with which there could be no quarreling say,
You have gone mad. I have little doubt that, if P had not blanched even
as that magisterial voice was ringing in the ear of my mind, if she had
not, eyes huge, murmured my name, I would in fact have gone mad. For
how long, in what fashion, I do not know, can not guess; but mad.
Since she was totally unprepared to see me, her shock was pure,
naked. "Manfred?" When I saw she actually was P, my emotions, already
strenuous, ceased contendi~g against one another and joined; they
became single in purpose, potent. My gaze locked her eyes; her lips
moved, but she did not say anything. I felt my love enter her; I knew her.
I walked over to her-the only word between us had been her Manfred
of simple surprise-bent to her. That kiss given and taken plighted us
agam.
Then came the quotidian in the shape of a skinny waitress with
penciled eyebrows, her bright-brown beehive fiberglass perfect. P said
all she wanted was another cup of coffee, but when I ordered a number
five, once over lightly, with grits instead of hash browns, easy on the
butter, she said it sounded so good she ordered the same.
"What are you doing here?'' I asked her.
"I gave a reading last night."
"I know. I was there ."
"You were?" Her smile trembled . "How did you happen to be in
town?"
"I didn't happen to be. I came on purpose to hear you."
"But you promised:· she said laying her hand on mine, "that you
would never .. ."
"Did you have the slightest suspicion I was there?" She shook her
head. "Look what I did to my hair so you wouldn't spot me in the
audience. Just look." She patted it. "I ·e ven phoned ahead and made sure
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you weren't staying in this motel." She lifted my hand to her lips. "So,
Patty, what are you doing here?"
"I woke up and couldn't get back to sleep. If I took a pill, I'd be zonked
out all day, and I've got a lunch to go to and a couple of classes to meet. I
can always use some exercise, so as soon as it was daybreak, I took a
walk, and this was the first joint I came across that was open."
"Last night," I said, "last night .. . I've just never seen anything like it,
the way you had that audience eating out of your hand. If you'd told
them to jump, they'd have asked how high ."
"I know," she said in a sunken voice, "It takes so much out of me,
though. I don't know whether it's worth it." She shook herself, and
looked at me in a manner I could not interpret. "But I never get a
standing ovation."
I laughed. "That's for entertainers."
"What the hell do you think I am?" Humorously bellicose.
"An oracle."
"Humpty Dumpty. I want standing ovations." Pleading, without
apparent irony, as though I could conjure one up for her. "Other poets
get them."
"How long has it been since an audience died on you?"
She glowered. "Okay, Manny, you win. It's been four years."
"I can't tell you how good it makes me feel to be sitting here talking
with you like this."
"Don't, or I'll bawl."
The waitress brought our orange juice.
"Did you notice," I said when she had walked away, "how she stood
over there waiting till just the right moment to bring our juice?"
"Oh my God." P clutched her head, enough humor in her gesture to
keep it from getting paranoid. "It's all one big conspiracy. Last week I
was so down I could have blown my brains out. Then Sunday I had the
best visit with Augusta in years; yesterday you come all the way down
here just to hear me read, and the reading is a smasheroo; today we
happen to meet in this joint; and now even the God-damned, knockkneed waitress gets in on the act. It's too much. It really is . It's just too
much. Who do you think you are anyway, Orpheus?"
Her eyes were moist. I thought I'd better pick up on the joke or she'd
turn weepy.
"That's me," I said. "Any time you want to be sprung out of Hades,
give me a ring . -Seriously, Patty, are there any Eurydice poems? The
men poets get to write Orpheus poems. How's about you doing one for
Eurydice?"
Early in our marriage, I'd asked her once at dinner why she would
sometimes go blank on me right in the middle of a conversation. She'd
given me her answer at bedtime: a quatrain entitled "The Poet Chances
on a New Word." A busy squirrel chances on a "fresh, tough nut,"
inspects it quickly, then tucks it in a handy hole for future use. The lines
had never found their way into one of P's books, but I had always been
fond of them and would occasionally tease her affectionately by quoting
them when I'd seen her snatch up a possible idea, look at it, take a nibble
at it, store it away. Seeing her do this now with the Eurydice notion, I
began to say the quatrain in a soft voice, as though for nostalgia's sake.
But by the time I had got to the end of the first line, I knew in my own
heart and saw in her eyes that it was not only nostalgia for lost, untor-
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mented love those words generated; they stirred desiring love itself.
After the last word, we were together in a still hush, gazing at each
other's hands, and perhaps if that stillness had endured for a minute or
two, we would have held hands, we would have spoken the words of
love, we would have gone to my motel room and consummated our love.
Instead, the waitress brought our breakfasts, and three booted fishermen stomped in lathering for ham and eggs.
P's hand slid limp from the table onto her lap, she slumped, she
looked her age and more. I shriveled. The moment was lost.
So it seemed to me then, but it does not seem so to me now. Had she
been any other woman but P, I would not have thought this moment
had been so hyperdelicate that it had been lost just because of ordinary
comings and goings in a public eating place. With our history, with our
experience of other lovers and of one another, I gave up damned easily.
Not for lack of love: no, out of sheer pusillanimity. I was afraid she
would reject me. I can only say this in mitigation of my callow timorousness: P was shy too, or at least modest far beyond her wont. I was afraid
of looking silly, afraid she would laugh at me ; I don't know what she was
afraid of. Perhaps it was not so much that she was afraid as that she did
not know what to do. After all, neither custom, etiquette, nor literature
tells a woman what to do about it when the man from whom she has
been long and painfully divorced displays wincing shoots of love for her
again, especially when she knows him to be pretty tough. If I botched
the job, she was no help.

I

f I had done what I should have done and wanted to do, this story
might well have had a different, and better, ending than the one it
will have when I get there, though at this point of writing I know
neither the one ending nor the other.
"Well, Patty, I gather from something you said last evening that
Stream is about to have a baby?" I raised an eyebrow. "It still is Stream?"
She nodded wryly. "You didn't know?"
"Lenny never writes me."
"Me either. I was in Reno for a stint last month, and I thought, by
God I'll rent a car and drive up there. So I did."
"That took a lot of courage."
"Why? He's my son."
I let that one pass, but said, "So there really is an Edendale?"
"Not only that, there really is a great big old barn up in Pine Valley
where all these kids make furniture ."
"All these kids?"
"A dozen or so. One of them's no kid. He's our age at least, only he
dresses like them and talks their lingo.] esus, Manny, at least we act our
age."
"So why do they have him around?"
"He knows how to make furniture."
"Well, at least they have some sense."
"Also he knows about selling to wholesalers."
"In other words, he's the director."
"No, he's just Mack. Good old Mack. They don't even elect a
chairman when they have meetings."
"What's in it for him?"
"Free young women. That's what Stream said. They come and go."
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We paused over that.
"Anyway," P went on, "the cooperative has already earned enough
this year to buy a fancy lathe and a new truck. Second-hand new, that is."
"Hallelujah. How long did you stay, an afternoon?"
"Three days." I do not know what expression appeared on my face,
but it caused her to squeeze my hand. "Lenny's going to make it. I think,
maybe? Stream wanted me to stay a while."
"Stream! But she was the one who . . ."
"Yes, she was the one who. But this time she wanted to talk babies
and pregnancy, and of course she has no family of her own, and the only
other woman there who'd had a baby won't talk with her because she
and Lenny have a shack to themselves instead of living with everybody
else. Actually, another couple has followed their example. It's
beginning to cause a lot of tensions. Anyway, Stream was very sweet
about asking me if I would talk female talk with her. I couldn't have
refused if I'd wanted to, and I didn't want to. Lenny didn't seem to mind
having us so chummy. At least he didn't do anything to stop us. He'd
leave us alone all day, and after supper we'd all three play Scrabble." She
laughed. "I can't tell you how Midwestern it was. I never felt so much
like my mother before in my life."
A freshly scrubbed, plump young couple with two freshly scrubbed,
plump children, a girl of six or seven and a boy of four or five, came in,
took the table next to ours, and ordered. The children did not even
squirm. P and I exchanged an amused glance.
For another half hour or more, we ate, drank coffee, and talked about
the Pine Valley Cooperative. Lenny and Stream were so square they not
only had their own shack, they cooked and ate by themselves, unless
they had guests in or were invited out.
"God, Manny, they're reinventing the village."
They had even got married, sort of. Every Sunday morning whoever
felt like it attended Meeting in the barn, where they sat in a circle and
sang together popf rock tunes for which they'd made up words of their
own; people spoke or not as they were moved; mostly, from what P
picked up, they would talk about their feelings. (She had left on a
Saturday so as to avoid attending Meeting.) One Sunday the winter
before, Lenny and Stream had stood up, holding hands, stepped into the
middle of the circle, and said they were going to live together the rest of
their lives and be true to one another and raise their children in a loving,
caring way.
"Not just the village," I said. "They're reinventing the family as well."
The glossy young mother at the adjoining table looked at me as
though she were about to ask me if I really had said what she could not
believe her ears had heard. P meanwhile, sitting with her back to her,
looked stricken: after all, in a manner of speaking, it was because of us
that Lenny needed to reinvent the family. I spoke a little prayersolemnly because I meant it and thought it would speak for P too, but
extrasolemnly because I wanted those freshly scrubbed eyes at the next
table to turn away.
"They want the great good things. May they get what they want."
To my confused surprise, P's response to this was a look of terror.
Without a word she fumbled her purse together, got up, nearly
knocking the chair over as she did so, and hurried out. I had already
taken out a bill with which to pay for the checks; it was much too large;
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but I left it for the waitress to overtip herself with and followed P. I did
not know what I had done wrong, but I knew I had done something. The
last I saw of the fat family, the mother's jaw had dropped in pure
disbelief, and the father was staring at the ten dollar bill and picking his
back teeth.
P stood not far from the door, shaking. "That's a terrible thing to
wish on anybody." Her voice was flat and deep. "That's a curse, you
know, an awful curse. Literally. It's a Chinese curse: 'May you get everything you want." '
"I didn't mean it that way."
"I know." She gave me a quick little apologetic smile. "You just must
never say it."
''I've made you tremble, Patty. I'm so sorry. Come lie down in my
room till you feel better."
"No," she mumbled, "I want to too much. Take me back to my place.
I'll be all right."
In the car she averted her head, making it difficult for me to speak.
I want to too much-was that really what she had said? When I parked
at her motel and turned off the motor, she did not put her hand on the
door handle.
"I don't know when we'll see each other again," I said, "but we shall.
It can't be prevented. Do you remember one day, when you were in the
hospital in New York, I started to suggest we . . ."
"Yes, I remember. It must never be."
"Why not?"
"All that history. Goodbye, Manny." She had opened the door a little.
Her head was lowered, her voice very faint. "I love you too."
As she pushed the door wide open, I held her left arm. "Please,
darling, I mean it. Take me back. This time, I will do things right."
"No, no. It's not you, it's everything, it's me, it's not possible."
Something in her voice, a constricted quality, a lack of overtone, I'm
not sure what, made me let go of her arm.
I muttered after her as sh€ got out, "What are you going to settle for
instead, standing ovations?"
She made no response but huddled into The Virginia Gentleman.
I was glad she had not responded, for that meant she had not heard
my taunt. So I told myself. But she had heard it, all right.
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